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ABSTRACT
Artificial neural networks that recognize and quantify relevant aspects of crop plants show great promise in 

image-based phenomics, but their training requires many annotated images. The acquisition of these images is com-
paratively simple, but their manual annotation is time-consuming. Realistic plant models, which can be annotated 
automatically, thus present an attractive alternative to real plant images for training purposes. Here we show how such 
models can be constructed and calibrated quickly, using maize and canola as case studies.
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1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N
Forward phenomics relies on screening collections of plants to identify 
those with desirable traits (Furbank and Tester 2011). As traditional 
plant-measurement techniques are impractical for screening large 
numbers of plants, computer vision (image-based phenotyping) has 
become an alternative (Fahlgren et al. 2015; Tardieu et al. 2017; Artzet 
et  al. 2019). Vision algorithms employing artificial neural networks 
and deep learning show particular promise (Singh et  al. 2018; Jiang 
and Li 2020), but their training requires large sets of annotated images, 
which are difficult to obtain. Plant models that can be used to auto-
matically generate large sets of realistic annotated images for training 
purposes alleviate this problem (Ubbens et al. 2018; Miao et al. 2019; 
Jiang and Li 2020). The question is how to create models that are faith-
ful to reality quickly.

To some extent, this question is related to the generation of plant 
models given their images or point-cloud data. The literature on this 
topic is rich (reviewed, for example, by Guo et al. (2020)), but until 
now has been focused on trees. Attention has been given to the approx-
imation of the overall tree silhouettes, rather than the recreation of the 
detailed features dominating the appearance of herbaceous plants, 

such as the progression of branch lengths or leaf shapes along the plant 
axes. Moreover, the methods devised so far consider plants as static 
structures and do not capture their development.

In this paper, we present an interactive method for creating and 
calibrating developmental plant models expressed using L-systems 
(Lindenmayer 1968a, b; 1971; Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer 1990; 
Prusinkiewicz 2004a; Prusinkiewicz et al. 2018). The models operate 
at the level of modular plant architecture, i.e. plant shoots are speci-
fied as growing assemblies of units (modules), produced sequentially 
by the shoot apices (Room et al. 1996). The basic units are phytom-
ers: stem segments or internodes associated with one or more (in 
the case of multijugate phyllotaxis) leaves and lateral buds. The buds 
may develop into next-order shoots or flowers, remain dormant or 
abort. In principle, the form of each module in the developing plant 
can be characterized using functions of the module’s position within 
the branching structure and the plant age. Such characterization may 
require several functions per individual module, which is not a practi-
cal solution, especially in the case of branched structures with many 
modules. Fortunately, repetitions, similarities and invariants present 
in the plant structure (Prusinkiewicz 2004b; Ferraro et al. 2005) can 
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be exploited to reduce the complexity of plant description while leav-
ing enough flexibility to calibrate models to target phenotypes. Our 
method pursues this idea while taking advantage of three assumptions:

 1) Mature phytomers of the same type (e.g. in the vegetative or 
reproductive part of the shoot) share common characteristics. 
Such phytomers can be represented by a common parametrized 
submodel, in which individual parameters (e.g. the length of 
the internode and the size of the associated leaf) depend on the 
module’s position within the branching structure (Prusinkiewicz 
et al. 2001).

 2) Modules of the same type follow similar developmental 
trajectories. This assumption is justified by experimental data 
depicting the size of consecutively produced plant organs as 
a family of sigmoidal curves offset in time by an approximately 
constant interval—the plastochron (Erickson and Michelini 
1957; Prusinkiewicz et  al. 1994; Mündermann 2003; 
Mündermann et al. 2005; Jullien et al. 2011, 2012). It makes it 
possible to characterize the growth of related modules using a 
common function of time.

 3) Geometric attributes of organs, for example the length and 
width of leaves, may be linked allometrically (Huxley 1925; 
Huxley and Teissier 1936; Richards and Kavanagh 1945; Niklas 
1994; Fournier and Andrieu 1998; Mündermann et  al. 2005), 
which further reduces the number of parameters that need to be 
controlled separately.

We describe our method in the context of the Virtual Laboratory 
(vlab) plant modelling environment (Mercer et  al. 1990; Federl and 
Prusinkiewicz 1999; Prusinkiewicz 2004a; http://www.algorith-
micbotany.org/virtual_laboratory/). The modelling process consists 
of two phases: the qualitative (topological) specification of the devel-
oping plant architecture, and model calibration. The plant architec-
ture is specified using the L+C modelling language (Karwowski and 
Prusinkiewicz 2003; Prusinkiewicz et  al. 2007); for a tutorial intro-
duction, see Prusinkiewicz et al. (2018). L+C combines concepts of 
L-systems (Lindenmayer 1968a, b; 1971) into C++, which allows for 
fast execution and interactive manipulation of developmental models 
required by the presented method. Plant development is described in 
terms of three types of rules that have the same syntax, but play differ-
ent roles in the simulation. Ordinary parametric L-system productions 
(Prusinkiewicz and Hanan 1990; Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer 
1990) advance the state of plant components (modules) over time. 
Decomposition rules (Prusinkiewicz et  al. 2000, 2001; Karwowski 
and Prusinkiewicz 2003) define the structure of compound modules 
in terms of their constituent parts; for example, a phytomer may be 
decomposed into an internode, a leaf and a lateral bud. In program-
ming practice it is also convenient to consider the production of a phy-
tomer by an apex as a decomposition of an older apex into a younger 
apex and a phytomer. Interpretation rules (Kurth 1994) characterize 
geometry and visual attributes of the modules in terms of turtle geom-
etry (Abelson and DiSessa 1986; Prusinkiewicz 1986; Prusinkiewicz 
and Lindenmayer 1990). The flow of simulation employing these rules 
is depicted in Fig. 1. The meaning of the code presented in this paper is 

explained through in-line comments and descriptions in the text with-
out assuming familiarity with L+C.

A key component of the method is interactive model calibration. 
The standard method for calibrating plant models is to measure rel-
evant features of plant architecture and fit approximating functions 
to the data (Prusinkiewicz 1998). Well-established plant-measure-
ment methods make use of 3D digitizers, which return coordinates 
of plant locations selected with a handheld probe by a human opera-
tor (Moulia and Sinoquet 1993; Hanan and Room 1997). With the 
assistance of specialized software, the operator also organizes the data 
according to the topological structure of the plant and labels it (Godin 
et al. 1997, 1999; Hanan and Room 1997), thus effectively annotat-
ing it. Unfortunately, for many features—such as counting leaves or 
branches—plant measurement is significantly more time-consuming 
than the annotation alone. Consequently, we propose an alternative 
calibration method, based on aligning the model with a reference plant 
using a graphical interface. The idea of extensively using graphical 
interfaces to model plants was introduced by Lintermann and Deussen 
(1999), and incorporated into L-systems by Galbraith et  al. (1999), 
Prusinkiewicz et al. (2001) and Mündermann (2003). An alternative 
approach adapted to image-based modelling was presented by Quan 
et  al. (2006). Here we build upon these ideas to provide a practical 
guide to the fast construction and calibration of both static and devel-
opmental, visually realistic plant models. In addition to the L-system-
based plant simulator, lpfg, the method relies on the following vlab 
tools (http://algorithmicbotany.org/virtual_laboratory/):

• user-configurable control panels, which facilitate the 
manipulation of numerical parameters during the 
calibration process;

• graphical editors of functions and curves, which can be 
incorporated for various purposes into the models, e.g. to 
control rates of development or the shape of leaves; and

• a timeline editor, which facilitates positioning of 
developmental events on the time axis.

During model calibration, quantitative model attributes are manipu-
lated by the modeller to match images representing sample plants in a 
specific developmental stage or in a sequence of stages. The plant simu-
lator, and function and shape editors, can display the reference plants 

Figure 1. The flow of simulation using L-system models 
implemented in vlab. Starting with the initial state ω, 
the model states µ0,µ'

1,µ1,µ'
2,µ2, . . . result from the 

application of interleaved production and decomposition 
rules. The interpretation rules map the states following the 
decomposition into states ν0, ν1,... that specify details of the 
module appearance, needed for their visualization.
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as background images. This facilitates interaction and comparisons of 
models in real time. We present the modelling process using the veg-
etative development of maize (Zea mays) and both the vegetative and 
flowering development of canola (Brassica napus) as examples. They 
represent a progression from the simple architecture of maize, with all 
leaves arranged along a single growth axis, to a more complex example 
of branching architecture represented by canola.

Randomization of parameter values makes it possible to generate 
large sets of related phenotypes as needed for training artificial neu-
ral networks. For uncorrelated values, such randomization is imple-
mented by replacing fixed model parameters with calls to a random 
number generator. The variance values could be inferred rigorously by 
modelling a significant number of sample plants and quantifying the 
differences between the models, but in practice we estimate these val-
ues interactively, based on the visual plausibility of the generated phe-
notypes. The construction of more complex stochastic models with 
correlated variables is outside the scope of this paper.

2 .  T H E  M A I Z E   M O D E L
Maize is an annual grass with an aerial vegetative structure consisting of a 
monopodial sequence of phytomers. Leaves are arranged into a distichous 
phyllotactic pattern, with consecutive leaves alternating between oppo-
site sides of the stalk. Each leaf is composed of a sheath, gripping the stalk, 
and a long blade bending away from it. This simple architecture makes 
maize a convenient plant for developing algorithms related to phenotyp-
ing (Cabrera-Bosquet et  al. 2016; Brichet et  al. 2017; Das Choudhury 
et al. 2018; Khan et al. 2020). Several models of maize, including ADEL-
maize (Fournier and Andrieu 1998, 1999), GRAAL (Drouet and Pagès 
2003) and GREENLAB for Maize (Guo et  al. 2006; Ma et  al. 2008), 
already exist. These models combine architectural constraints, physiolog-
ical processes and environmental conditions to simulate the mechanisms 
that control the development of the whole plant. They were parameter-
ized and calibrated to detailed measurements from field experiments. It 
is not clear, however, how suitable they are to image-based calibration, 
where diverse phenotypes have to be reproduced quickly. We show how 
parametric L-systems can be used to create a simple, descriptive model of 
vegetative development in maize that is easy to calibrate.

2.1 Model construction
The L+C modules representing the main components of the plant 
are: an apex A, an internode I and a leaf L. Each module is charac-
terized by two parameters: its chronological age and its phytomer 
number n counted from the base of the stem. The age of each mod-
ule is measured from its time of creation, but the age of an apex 
is decremented each time it produces a phytomer. The phytomer 
number provides an input to graphically defined functions that 
specify the size of organs based on their position. We assume that, 
at the beginning of the simulation, the apex has both the age and 
phytomer count n set to zero.

To simulate development in continuous time, a global variable t 
representing plant age (from the time of seed germination) is incre-
mented with a small timestep, dt. The age of each module is incre-
mented accordingly. For example, the age of the apex is updated using 
production:

A(age,n) : produce A(age+dt,n);

Similar productions are applied to the internode and leaf modules.

The production of a new internode and leaf by the apex reach-
ing the threshold age defined by the constant PLASTOCHRON is 
described by the following decomposition rule:

A(age,n) : {
if (age >= PLASTOCHRON) {

age = age–PLASTOCHRON; // decrement apex age
produce I(age,n)         // create new internode

   SB // start branch
   // branching angle
   Down(BrAngle*br_target_angle(n)*br_angle(age))
   L(age,n) // create leaf at position n
   EB // end branch
   RollL(180) // distichous phyllotaxis
   A(age,n+1);      // recreate apex

}
}

The PLASTOCHRON value depends on a number of factors including 
the genotype and temperature (Fournier and Andrieu 1998) and was esti-
mated as 3 days for the conditions of the data set (see the section on model 
calibration for the tuning and randomization of parameter values). The 
new internode and leaf module are initialized with the age and phytomer 
number determined by the apex. Consecutive leaves and internodes thus 
have increasing numbers, which characterize their position in the shoot. 
The branching angle between the internode and leaf blade is controlled by 
graphically defined functions br_angle(age) and br_target_
angle(n). The first function specifies the increase of the branching 
angle over time, and the second function captures the maximum value of 
this angle, depending on the position of the leaf on the stem. The product of 
these functions is multiplied by a scaling factor, BrAngle. To simulate the 
distichous phyllotaxis characteristic of the vegetative shoot of maize, each 
successive leaf is rotated 180° around the stem, compared to its predecessor.

An internode is modelled as a cylinder using the following 
interpretation rule:

I(age,n): {
    // calculate internode length and width
    float len = IntLen*internode_target_len(n)*

 internode_length(age);
    float wid = powf(len,ExpIntRad)*internode_width(n);
    // draw a cylinder
    produce SetWidth(wid) F(len);
}

The target length and radius are determined by the graphically defined 
functions of phytomer position in the shoot: internode_tar-
get_len(n) and internode_width(n). The target length is 
scaled by the factor IntLen. The increase in length over the course of 
development is characterized by the graphically defined function of time 
internode_length(age). The increase in the internode radius 
over time is calculated by exploiting an allometric relation between the 
internode radius and length (Fournier and Andrieu 1998; Mündermann 
et al. 2005), and controlled by the exponent ExpIntRad.

A leaf is modelled by another interpretation rule:
L(age,n): {

// calculate leaf length
float len = LeafLen*leaf_target_len(n)*leaf_length(age);
// set the initial leaf width 
nproduce SetWidth(powf(len,ExpLeafWid)*leaf_width(0));
// start drawing the generalized cylinder
nproduce StartGC;
for (float x = 0; x < 1; x += DX) {

// determine current leaf cross-section
nproduce BlendedContour(0,1,x);
// generate leaf segment
nproduce F(len*DX);
// set width and orientation of next segment
nproduce SetWidth(powf(len,ExpLeafWid)*leaf_width(x)) 

    Down(leaf_bend(x)*len*DX)     
    RollL(leaf_twist(x)*len*DX);

}
nproduce F(len*(1-x)); // generate last segment
produce EndGC;    // end the generalized cylinder

}
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Leaf length len is determined by the product of graphically defined 
functions leaf_length(age) and leaf_target_len(n), 
multiplied by the scaling factor LeafLen, in the same manner as 
the length of the internodes. The shape of the leaves is, however, more 
complicated than the shape of internodes. To capture it, each leaf is 
modelled as a generalized cylinder (Lintermann and Deussen 1999; 
Prusinkiewicz et  al. 2001) divided into 1/DX segments of length 
len*DX. The BlendedContour module defines the leaf cross-
section as a function of its (normalized) position x along the leaf axis, 
by interpolating between a closed cylinder representing the sheath 
(predefined contour 0), and an open shape representing the blade (pre-
defined contour 1, Fig. 2). The size of each cross-section—i.e. the local 
width of the leaf—is determined by the graphically defined function 
leaf_width(x) and an allometric relation to length (which is con-
trolled by exponent ExpLeafWid). The shape of the leaf is further 

controlled by two graphically defined functions, leaf_bend(x) and 
leaf_twist(x), which bend and twist the leaf along the midrib, 
respectively. Moreover, leaf shape is affected by drooping due to gravity. 
The magnitude of this drooping depends on the length of the leaf: longer 
leaves curve more than shorter ones. To model this effect, we multiply 
the values of functions leaf_bend(x) and leaf_twist(x) 
by the current length of the segments into which the leaf is divided. To 
introduce slight differences between leaf shapes, these angles are addi-
tionally multiplied by a normally distributed random number with mean 
1 and standard deviation 0.1 (not shown in the above code).

2.2 Model calibration
A crucial point of model construction is parameter fitting, which, in the 
case of plant models, tends to be significantly more time-consuming 
than specifying the L-system rules capturing qualitative aspects of the 

Figure 2. Modelling a single maize leaf as a generalized cylinder. The effect of each modelling operation is shown separately to 
illustrate the process. The BlendedContour(0,1,x) module linearly interpolates from the closed contour (index 0) (A) to the open 
contour (index 1) (B), producing a cylinder with a smoothly changing cross-section (C). The cylinder width is then scaled by the 
leaf_width(x) function (G), producing an intermediate shape (D). The leaf_twist(x) and leaf_bend(x) functions (H, I) change the 
orientation of the turtle as the cylinder is drawn, twisting the leaf in the x, y plane (E) and bending it out of the plane (F). Plots 
(A, B) are snapshots of the graphical contour editor, and plots (G–I) are snapshots of the function editor. The modeller defines 
the cross-sections and the functions by interactively manipulating control points of a uniform cubic B-spline (Bartels et al. 1995). 
The function plots are rotated such that the x-axis, representing position along the midrib, is vertical, and the y-axis, representing 
function values, is horizontal. The function argument is normalized such that the base of the leaf is at x = 0 and its tip is at x = 1. 
The displayed function values are scaled when used in the models, as described in the text.
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developing plant architecture. To calibrate the maize model, we used the 
publicly available University of Nebraska–Lincoln Component Plant 
Phenotyping Dataset (UNL-CPPD) (https://plantvision.unl.edu/
dataset). It consists of 13 maize genotypes, grown under the same envi-
ronmental conditions, and photographed once per day using a Lemnatec 
Scanalyzer 3D high-throughput system at the UNL phenotyping facility. 
Twelve plants were photographed over 27 days, and one over 26 days. 
Each plant was photographed from the front and the side (orthogonal 
views), for a total of 700 images. All images were of the vegetative stage 
only. Das Choudhury et al. (2018) provide a more detailed description 
of the data set, including the experiment set-up. The data set also includes 
annotated images marking the leaves in order of emergence; however, 
only the visible leaves in each image were marked, so their number could 
differ between views of the same plant (Khan et al. 2020).

Calibration begins with a default branching structure superimposed 
on a reference photograph of the plant in the final stage of development 
depicted in the data (see Fig. 3 and Supporting Information—Movie 
1). The number of phytomers is specified interactively using a virtual 
control panel (not shown, see Fig. 10E for an example). The modeller 
then interactively manipulates the graphically defined functions that 
determine the target length and width of internodes, the target length 
of leaves and the target leaf branching angles. The leaf shape functions 
are the same for all leaves but are scaled by length, resulting in different 
size and curvature of individual leaves.

Next, the model is calibrated over developmental time. To this 
end, the modeller is presented with an array of snapshots represent-
ing a sequence of developmental stages (Fig. 4, see also Supporting 
Information—Movie 1). The periods of internode elongation, leaf 
growth and progression of the branching angle, measured from the 
time of the phytomer production by the apex, are defined by adjusting 
the length of the corresponding lines in a timeline editor. Within each 
period, the rates of change are controlled by graphically defined func-
tions associated with each parameter. Immediate visual feedback makes 
it possible to interactively align simulations to images in less than 10 min.

Once calibrated, the model can be used to generate multiple 
images of synthetic maize plants by randomizing the parame-
ters using normally distributed random variables (Fig. 5). The 
models can be automatically annotated with any needed data, 
such as the lengths of internodes and positions of the leaf tips. 
Figure 6 provides an example comparing the annotation of syn-
thetic and real images of plants. The annotation of real plants 
was included as part of the UNL-CPPD maize data set. The leaf 
labelled zero in the synthetic image was overlooked in the real 
plant (although it was labelled in earlier stages of development).

The maize example shows that visual calibration of L-system-based 
models is fast and effective for relatively simple branching structures. 
The canola model, presented next, extends this idea to structures with 
higher order branching.

Figure 3. Screenshots showing the initial stage (A) and result (B) of visual calibration of the maize model. The model is overlaid 
on the reference image representing a 27-day-old plant from the UNNL-CPPD data set, CC BY-SA 4.0, Das Choudhury et al. 
(2018). Simulated leaves are distinguished from the photograph by artificial colours, which cycle between yellow, blue and 
magenta. Function plots control the length (C) and width (D) of internodes, the length of leaves (E) and the branching angles 
at which the leaves are inserted (F). The (vertical) x-axis represents phytomer numbers along the stem. The functions are 
manipulated interactively as in Fig. 2.
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3 .  T H E  C A N O L A   M O D E L
Canola is an herbaceous annual plant with indeterminate inflores-
cences (Edwards 2011; Jullien et al. 2011; Canola Council of Canada 
2020). The plant can grow between 70 and 175  cm high producing 
between 9 and 30 leaves with buds in the axil of the leaves on the main 
stem (Canola Council of Canada 2020). Lateral branches develop 
from the axillary buds subtended by the upper leaves; each branch 
then carries one to four leaves. The flowers on the main stem and sec-
ondary branches are arranged into racemes. Each flower has four yel-
low petals with six stamens. Flowers give rise to seed pods (siliques), 
which have the form of an elongated capsule.

Canola’s growth can be divided into vegetative and reproductive 
phases. Their duration depends on environmental conditions, in particu-
lar temperature and day length. These phases can be further divided into 
seven principal stages (Canola Council of Canada 2020). The first stage, 
germination, begins with the growth of the hypocotyl and ends when 
both cotyledons are unfolded. A rosette of leaves is then formed in the 
leaf production stage. Near the end of this stage, stem elongation, followed 
by flower bud development begins. The flowering stage begins when the 
lowest flower bud opens on the main stem, and continues with further 
buds opening acropetally. Likewise, pod development begins at the first 
flower and progresses acropetally. The final stage is seed development.

3.1 Model construction
Our model simulates the entire vegetative phase and most of the 
reproductive phase up to seed development and ripening (Fig. 7). The 
basic structure of the L-system is similar to that of the maize model. 
Growth starts with both cotyledons and an apex as initial components. 
Production rules simulate the aging of organs, decomposition rules 

simulate the production of phytomers by apices and the activation of 
lateral buds and interpretation rules capture geometric aspects of the 
plant morphology.

To reduce the complexity of the model, we assume that canola’s 
branching structure is topologically self-similar (Prusinkiewicz 
2004b). We treat the main stem as a template for the lateral branches of 
the entire plant, mapping the functions and components of the main 
stem to the branches. Because of this repetition, the model uses a sin-
gle set of functions for organ growth rates and target sizes. Some of 
the functions, however, are scaled depending on the branching order, 
e.g. the length of internodes and leaves is shortened on lateral branches 
compared to the main stem. Moreover, lateral apices are initialized 
with a phytomer count greater than zero, which reduces the total num-
ber of phytomers on a branch compared to that of the main stem.

The main components of the plant are represented by L+C modules. 
Table 1 outlines the modules and L-system rules used in the model.

In addition to the apices A, internodes I and leaves L, considered 
previously, the canola model incorporates axillary buds B, pedicels P, 
flower corollas K decomposed into petals C and pods D. An intermedi-
ate module, M, represents phytomers. To shorten the L-system specifi-
cation, we associated all modules with the same data structure:

struct OrganData {
float age; // chronological age (in days)
int n;     // phytomer number along parent axis
int order; // branching order, beginning at 0 for main stem  
int state; // the state of the apex: vegetative, 

 // reproductive or inactive
};

Even though some parameters are needed for specific modules only, 
there are enough shared characteristics between different module 
types to make using a common data structure convenient.

Figure 4. Screenshot showing the maize model calibrated to the developmental sequence of a maize plant. (A) The 10 background 
images, from the UNNL-CPPD data set, CC BY-SA 4.0, Das Choudhury et al. (2018), show the plant every 3 days. (B–D) The three 
graphically defined functions in the bottom row modify the branching angle, leaf size and internode length (cf. Fig. 3), given the 
phytomer age. (E) The time intervals (in days), over which these attributes change, are defined by the timeline editor on the bottom right.
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Apart from the phytomers, which are immediately decomposed 
into their constitutive components, all components age by a fixed 
increment dt in each time step, as in the case of the maize model. For 
example, the time-advancing production for the apices is:

A(od): { od.age += dt; produce A(od); }.

The respective productions for the remaining modules are similar. In 
addition, apices, buds and flowers are subject to decomposition rules, 
which change the module state at some point in time.

The apex A is initially in the vegetative state, producing rosette 
leaves. After producing a predefined number of leaves (specified by an 
L-system parameter that can be manipulated interactively using a con-
trol panel), the apex switches from the vegetative to the reproductive 
state, and eventually becomes inactive. While active, it produces a new 
phytomer M when the time interval between successive production of 
phytomers—the plastochron, measured in days—elapses. The process 
is implemented as the following decomposition rule:

#define inactive 2
// define the apex behaviour
A(od): {

// model change of apex state
if (od.state == vegetative && od.n >= VegPhytomers)

od.state = reproductive;
else if (od.state == reproductive && od.n >= MaxPhytomers)

od.state = inactive;
// check if apex should produce a phytomer
if (od.state != inactive) {

// calculate plastochron given apex state
float p;
if (od.state == vegetative)

p = VegPlastochron*plastochron(od.n)
else 

p = RepPlastochron;
// if plastochron has elapsed
if (od.age >= p) {

od.age = od.age - p;
nproduce M(od) // produce a phytomer

    RollL(137.5); // simulate phyllotaxis
od.n += 1; // then increase the phytomer count
produce A(od);

}
}

}

// define apical states
#define vegetative 0
#define reproductive 1

Figure 5. Examples of the maize images generated using the same model with randomized parameter values. A background image 
of the Lemnatec photo chamber was added to facilitate unbiased comparisons of the synthetic images and photographs. All images 
represent the final day of growth (27th from seeding). The plastochron was chosen from a normal distribution with mean 3 days 
and standard deviation 0.5 days. The first leaf was equally likely to be on the left or right side. The whole plant was then rotated 
around the vertical axis by a normally distributed angle with mean 0° and standard deviation 10°. The divergence angles between 
consecutive leaves were randomized with mean 180° and standard deviation 5°. The normalized internode lengths returned by the 
internode_target_len(n) function were scaled by IntLen = 8.5 cm and multiplied by normally distributed random 
numbers with mean 1 and standard deviation 0.2. Similarly, the normalized leaf lengths were scaled by LeafLen = 60 cm and 
multiplied by normally distributed random variables with mean 1 and standard deviation 0.2. The exponent relating internode 
length to radius was constant, ExpIntRad = 1.5, as was the exponent for leaf width, ExpLeafWid = 0.25. Leaf shapes were 
randomized as described in the text. The angles of leaf insertion were scaled by BrAngle = 90° and multiplied by normally 
distributed random numbers with mean 1 and standard deviation 0.15.
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The parameters VegPhytomers and MaxPhytomers, defined 
by the modeller, set the maximum number of vegetative and total 
phytomers on the given axis. In the vegetative state, the time interval 
between the production of successive phytomers—the plastochron—
depends on the number of phytomers it has produced. This dependence 
is captured by defining the plastochron using a (graphically specified) 
function of the phytomer count, plastochron(od.n), scaled 
by the parameter VegPlastochron. The change in plastochron 
based on growth stage has been observed in canola ( Jullien et al. 2011, 
2012) and Arabidopsis (Mündermann et al. 2005). The latter paper also 

reported a dependence on phytomer number in the early vegetative 
growth of Arabidopsis. For the reproductive state, we assume the plas-
tochron to be the constant RepPlastochron ( Jullien et al. 2011, 
2012). The leaves and branches on the stems are arranged in a spiral 
phyllotaxis (Polowick and Sawhney 1986), simulated by rotating the 
coordinate frame, defined along a stem, by the golden angle of 137.5° 
between consecutive phytomers.

As soon as it is produced, a phytomer M(OrganData) is decom-
posed into an internode I, axillary bud B and leaf L, if it was produced 
by a vegetative apex, or an internode I, pedicel P and flower K, if it was 

Figure 7. Developmental sequence of a canola plant illustrating the stages considered in the model: (A) germination, (B) 
rosette, (C) stem elongation, (D) flower bud development and (E) flowering and pod development. The insets show the tip of a 
developing inflorescence, highlighting an initial cluster of flower buds and a later flowering stage.

Figure 6. A comparison of an annotated image of a synthetic plant (left) to the image of a real plant (right) from the UNNL-CPPD 
data set, CC BY-SA 4.0, Das Choudhury et al. (2018).
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produced by a reproductive apex. Both possibilities are captured by a 
single L+C rule:

M(od): {
nproduce I(od); // an internode
if (od.state == vegetative)

produce SB B(od) EB  // an axillary bud, and
   SB L(od) EB; // a leaf

else // in reproductive state
produce SB P(od) K(od) EB; // a pedicel and flower

}

An internode is added to the current axis, while axillary buds, leaves and 
flowers with pedicels are added as lateral organs, indicated by branching 
symbols SB and EB. All components constituting the phytomer inherit 
the phytomer number and branch order from the apex that produced it. 
The attributes of the axillary bud change, however, when it is activated 
and becomes a new lateral apex. This transition is controlled by bud vig-
our v: if it is above the threshold MinBudVigour, the bud will grow; 
otherwise, it will remain dormant. The decomposition rule also checks 
that the maximum branching order, MaxOrder, has not been reached.

B(od): {
// ignore buds above maximum branch order
if (od.order >= MaxOrder) 

produce;
// calculate bud vigour
float v = bud_vigour(od.n) * (1 – ShortV*od.order); 
if (v > MinBudVigour) {

// set the branching angle and the shoot gravitropic
// response before new lateral apex is produced 
nproduce Down(BranchAngle * branch_angle(od.n)) 

                   SetElasticity(0,Elast*branch_tropism(od.n));
// set organ data to produce new lateral apex
od.state = vegetative;
od.age = BudDelay * bud_delay(od.n);
od.order = od.order + 1;
od.n = VegPhytomers * bud_init_node(od.n);
produce A(od);

}
produce B(od);

}

Bud vigour controls which buds along the parent axis will produce 
lateral branches. It is a phenomenological parameter modelling the 
endogenous (e.g. hormonal) and exogenous (e.g. temperature) fac-
tors that control phenotype-dependent branching patterns (Lück et al. 
1990; Prusinkiewicz et al. 1997). Its value is calculated using a graphi-
cally defined function of phytomer number, bud_vigour(od.n), 
which is reduced by a user-defined parameter, 0 ≤ ShortV ≤ 1, pro-
portionally to branch order od.order. This is the first instance in our 
model of using repetitions in structure to reduce the number of user-
defined functions (i.e. one scaled function, bud_vigour(od.n), 
is used for all axes).

If a bud produces a branch, the functions branching_
angle(od.n), and branch_tropism(od.n) control its 
shape given the phytomer number n associated with this bud. The 
functions are scaled by user-defined parameters BranchAngle and 
Elast, respectively. The second function sets the branch’s response 
to simulated gravitropism, which reorients the branch in the vertical 
(upward) direction. The branch’s susceptibility to bending is con-
trolled by the SetElasticity module.

The delay in outgrowth of a bud is controlled by the bud_
delay(od.n) function, which is scaled by a user-defined param-
eter BudDelay. It is used to control the pattern of bud activation 
along a parent axis. Buds assigned a smaller (possibly, negative) initial 
age value will be delayed in their outgrowth compared to buds with a 
larger value. The bud_init_node(od.n) function sets the ini-
tial phytomer number of a lateral apex given the bud’s phytomer num-
ber on the parent axis. This makes it possible to reduce the number of 
phytomers in a branch by initializing its apex with a number greater 
than one (Mündermann et al. 2005).

The final decomposition rule defines the fate of a flower. A parameter, 
PoddingAge, defines the number of days before a flower has the poten-
tial to develop into a pod. Upon reaching this age, the flower produces a 
pod with probability depending on the age of the plant, t, or aborts.

K(od): {
if (od.age > PoddingAge)

if (ran(1) < prob_podding(t/MaxPlantAge)) {
od.age = 0;    // set pod age to zero
produce D(od); // flower becomes a pod

} else produce;  // or flower aborts
produce K(od); // otherwise flower remains

}

The function ran(1) generates a random number with a uniform 
distribution. The graphically defined function prob_podding(t/
MaxPlantAge) sets high probability of flower development into a 
pod within the first 15 days after the onset of flowering and reduces 
this probability afterward ( Jullien et al. 2011), so that only 40–55 % of 
flowers (McGregor 1981) will develop productive pods.

The geometry of all plant components is determined by interpretation 
rules. The internodes are modelled as cylinders, as in the maize model, 
but the graphically defined function for target length is scaled by two fac-
tors: (i) a parameter to scale all the internodes (i.e. stretching the target 
length function), and (ii), on lateral branches, a parameter to shorten the 
internodes (relative to the main stem). The interpretation rule is:

Table 1. The plant components (modules) of the canola model, a general characterization of the associated L-system rules, and 
the graphical interpretation of the modules. Veg.: vegetative; Rep.: reproductive; Gen.: generalized.

Component Symbol Production Decomposition Interpretation

Apex A Increment age A → M A —
Veg. phytomer M — M → I [L][B] —
Rep. phytomer M — M → I [P K] —
Internode I Increment age — Cylinder
Leaf L " — Gen. cylinder
Axillary bud B " B → A —
Pedicel P " — Cylinder
Flower corolla K " K → D K → [C][C][C][C]
Petal C " — Gen. cylinder
Pod D " — Gen. cylinder
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I(od): {
// calculate the scaling factor for shortening
float shorten = 1 – ShortInt * od.order;
// calculate scaled length
float len = IntLen * int_target_len(od.n) * shorten 

 * int_length(od.age);
// calculate scaled radius
float rad = powf(len,ExpIntRad);
// draw a cylinder
produce SetWidth(rad) F(len);

}

The user-defined variables ShortInt, IntLen and ExpIntRad 
are chosen such that 0 ≤ ShortInt ≤ 1 and IntLen, ExpIntRad 
≥ 0. An internode’s radius is scaled allometrically by its length raised to 
power ExpIntRad.

The leaves are modelled as generalized cylinders with a graphically 
defined profile and cross-section (also referred to as a contour, cf. Fig. 8). 
The profile determines the local leaf width as a function of position along 
the midrib. We specified it by tracing the image of a reference leaf, used as a 

Figure 8. Modelling canola leaves and flowers. We specify the profile and cross-section of a sample leaf (A, B) and petal (D, 
E) using an interactive curve editor. For the profile, we use references images as a template (A, D). These contours are used to 
generate generalized cylinders, which are converted to triangle meshes (C, F). The template petal image has been cropped out of a 
photograph by Didier Descouens, CC BY-SA 4.0.

Figure 9. Sample Lemnatec Scanalyzer images of a single canola plant in different stages of development (days after seeding). In 
the first phase of calibration, a single reference image at the podding stage is used (e.g. Day 59), but, in the second phase, several 
(e.g. 8–10) images at different stages are used.
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template (Fig. 8A). The cross-section is a curve scaled according to the leaf 
width (Fig. 8B). For simplicity, we assume that the profile and cross-section 
are the same (up to allometric scaling) for all leaves in the model. In contrast 
to the maize model, which interpolated between a closed cross-section for 
the sheath and an open cross-section for the leaf blade, we employ a single 
curve to approximate the cross-section of the entire canola leaf. Altogether, 
the shape of a canola leaf is captured by the following interpretation rule:

L(od): {
// calculate leaf length
float len = LeafLen * leaf_target_len(od.n)
  * (1 – ShortLeaf * od.order) * leaf_length(od.age);
// precompute leaf width scaling factor
float wid = LeafWid * powf(len,ExpLeafWid);
// set leaf width at the base 
nproduce SetWidth(wid * leaf_width(0));
// set leaf insertion angle
nproduce Down(BranchAngle * branch_angle(od.n)); 
// set leaf cross-section to curve with index 1
nproduce CurrentContour(1);
// start drawing the generalized cylinder
nproduce StartGC;
for (float x = 0; x < 1; x += DX) {

// generate leaf segment
nproduce F(len*DX);
// set width and orientation of next segment
nproduce SetWidth(wid * leaf_width(x)) 

    Down(leaf_bend(x) * leaf_angle(od.n) * DX);
}

}

nproduce F(len*(1-x)); // generate last segment
produce EndGC; // end the generalized cylinder

LeafLen ≥ 0 is a parameter that scales the target length for all leaves of 
the plant, and ShortLeaf is a parameter that shortens leaves on higher 
order branches compared to those at the corresponding positions on 
the main stem. The parameter LeafWid ≥ 0 and allometric exponent 
ExpLeafWid ≥ 0 scale the target width for all leaves on the plant. The 
leaf insertion angle is controlled by the same function used to set branch-
ing angles. Leaf curling is modelled by two functions: the change in angle 
along the midrib, leaf_bend(x), and a factor dependent on leaf posi-
tion, leaf_angle(od.n). The first function modifies the curling of 
all leaves, while the second function modifies it for individual leaves.

Flowers and pods are supported by pedicels, which are modelled as 
cylinders using an interpretation rule similar to that for internodes. To 
reduce the number of graphically defined functions, we assume that a 
pedicel’s length is related allometrically to the target length of the sup-
porting internode:

P(od): {
// calculate scaled length
float len = PedicelLen * 

  powf(int_target_len(od.n),ExpPedicelLen) *
    pedicel_length(od.age);

// calculate radius
float rad = powf(len,ExpPedicelRad);
// draw a cylinder
produce SetWidth(rad) F(len);

}

PedicelLen, ExpPedicelLen and ExpPedicelRad 
are parameters defined interactively by the modeller during model 
calibration.

Flowers are modelled as four petals placed in a radially symmetric 
pattern at the tip of the pedicel. Each petal is represented by a general-
ized cylinder in the same way as the leaves (Fig. 8D–F). Specifically, 
petal width is a graphically defined function of position along the petal 
midrib, traced using the image of a fully developed petal as a template 
(Fig. 8D). We assume that the target length of each petal is allomet-
rically related to the target length of the internode that supports the 

flower. Flower opening is simulated by changing the petal length using 
a function of flower age; in addition, the angle of the petals with respect 
to the supporting pedicel is assumed to increase as a function of age. 
The resulting interpretation rules are as follows:

nproduce RollL(90 * i) SB C(od) EB;
}

}

C(od): {
// calculate petal length
float len = PetalLen *

   powf(int_target_len(od.n),ExpPetalLen) *
  petal_length(od.age);

// calculate and set the initial petal width 
float wid = powf(len,ExpPetalWid);
nproduce SetWidth(wid * petal_width(0));
// set petal cross-section to curve with index 2
nproduce CurrentContour(2);
// start drawing the generalized cylinder
nproduce StartGC;
for (float x = 0; x < 1; x += DX) {

// generate petal segment
nproduce F(len*DX) SetWidth(wid * petal_width(x));

}
nproduce F(len*(1-x)); // generate last segment
produce EndGC; // end the generalized cylinder

}

K(od): {
// simulate flower opening
nproduce Down(90 * petal_angle(od.age));
// draw corolla (i.e., four petals)
for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) {

// rotate in 90-degree increments

The parameters PetalLen, ExpPetalLen and ExpPetalWid 
are analogous to those for leaves. Each individual petal is visualized 
using an interpretation rule similar to that used for the leaves.

Finally, pods are modelled as generalized cylinders with a round 
cross-section and uniform thickness (similarly to the pedicels), ending 
with a narrower beak.

D(od): {
// calculate pod length and radius
float len = PodLen *

  powf(int_target_len(od.n),ExpPodLen) * 
  pod_len(od.age);

float rad = powf(len,ExpPodRad);
// draw main segment of the pod followed by the beak
produce SetWidth(rad) StartGC F(len*0.8)

   SetWidth(rad/10) F(len*0.2) EndGC;
}

The number PodLen scales the length of all pods in the plant, the 
exponent ExpPodLen scales the pod length allometrically by the 
target length of the internode it is attached to and the radius is allo-
metrically related to pod length with the exponent ExpPodRad.

3.2 Model calibration
To show the capability of the L-system model to capture different 
canola phenotypes, we calibrated it to four different plants with con-
trasting phenotypes, grown in controlled environments in a green-
house at the University of Nebraska high-throughput phenotyping 
facility. Starting at seedling emergence, each plant was photographed 
at intervals ranging from 1 to 4  days until the podding stage using 
the Lemnatec Scanalyzer (Fig. 9). The photographs were taken from 
different angles, but, for calibration, we used the front, side and top 
views only. Phenotypical differences included growth rates, the over-
all height, plant posture (erect vs. bent main stems), branching angles, 
and the number and sizes of organs. For each phenotype, the model 
was calibrated first to a target developmental stage, which was about 
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Figure 10. Example of the canola model calibration to a target plant developmental stage. The plant simulator window is shown 
four times (A–D) to illustrate the process, whereas the settings in the parameters window (E) and function editors (F–I) 
correspond to the final calibration (D). (A) Initially, all components of the model are turned off with the ‘Show…’ buttons 
enclosed within the red rectangle in (E). The reference plant is shown in front (i), side (ii), top (iii) and perspective (iv) views. 
(B) After turning on the visibility of the main stem, leaves and flowers, the modeller specifies the number of phytomers, the 
length of the main stem and the size of the leaves, flowers and pods (with their pedicels). The internodes are coloured yellow in 
the vegetative section and blue in the reproductive section. During the calibration, the flowers and pods are coloured magenta to 
distinguish them from the yellow flowers in the reference images. The sliders in the SCALING section, within the green rectangle 
of the control panel (E), modify the model parameters used in the interpretation rules for internodes, leaves, pedicels, flowers 
and pods. The number above each slider indicates the current value. For example, the IntLen parameter scales the function for 
target internode length (F), and LeafLen scales the target leaf length (G). (C) Next, the modeller sets the number and lengths 
of lateral branches. The visibility of leaves and flowers is temporarily turned off, while the visibility of the branches is enabled. The 
sliders in the BRANCHING section, within the blue rectangle in (E), set the bud activation threshold and scale the graphically 
defined functions controlling branching. The functions for the bud vigour (H) and the initial phytomer number (I) are shown. 
With all model components visible, the final calibrated model is shown in (D).
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60  days after seeding depending on the plant, then extended to the 
entire developmental sequence by setting the functions of time.

The first phase of the calibration is illustrated in Fig. 10 (and 
Supporting Information—Movie 2). The model and the reference 
images are shown in front, side and top views, as well as in a view com-
bining all three reference images and the model (see Fig. 10A). In the 

latter case, the reference images are semi-transparent, so that they do 
not obscure the model when the modeller rotates it. Using all views, the 
modeller interactively manipulates functions of position along the axes, as 
in the model of maize, and numerical parameters, such as scaling factors 
associated with functions and exponents associated with allometric rela-
tions, until a satisfactory agreement with all reference images is reached.

Figure 11. Sample canola plants with contrasting architectures (top) and their calibrated models (bottom). Phenotype (A, D) has 
short branches curving upward and large branching angles, (B, E) has long branches and small branching angles and (C, F) has 
large branching angles and straight branches.

Figure 12. Images (A, C) and models (B, D) of canola plants with the same genotype, grown under controlled (A, B) and water-
stressed (C, D) conditions. Compared to the control, in the water-stressed model the internode target length as well as leaf target 
length and width were reduced, leaves on higher order branches were shortened further, branching threshold was increased and 
the axillary bud vigour and activation delay functions were modified. Finally, the position-dependent leaf curling function was 
changed so that the leaves drooped more in the water-stressed plant.
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The first step is the calibration of the main stem. The numbers 
of phytomers in the vegetative and reproductive stem segments are 
specified interactively using sliders in a control panel configured by 
the modeller prior to the calibration. The modeller then sets the target 
length and width of leaves, flowers and pods supported by the main 
axis (Fig. 10B), using graphically defined functions (Fig. 10F and G) 
and their scaling factors (Fig. 10E). To facilitate calibration, different 
components of the model can be made visible or invisible using on/off 
buttons included in the control panel.

In the next step, branching is enabled while leaves and flowers are 
hidden (Fig. 10C). The number of branches is controlled by modifying 

the bud vigour function (Fig. 10H) and its scaling factor, as well as the 
branching threshold (Fig. 10E). Subsequently, the modeller calibrates 
the lengths of the lateral branches. This involves manipulating the ini-
tial phytomer number to control the number of leaves supported by 
the lateral branches (Fig. 10I), and a scaling parameter that shortens 
internode length as the branch order increases (Fig. 10E). The maxi-
mum order of branching is controlled by a slider in the panel. The 
functions for branching angle and elasticity, together with their scal-
ing factors, are calibrated last (Fig. 10D). Three examples of calibrated 
models are shown in Fig. 11, and a model calibrated to controlled and 
water-stress conditions for the same genotype is shown in Fig. 12.

Figure 13. Calibration of the canola model to a developing plant. (A) The plant simulator shows images of 10 selected stages of 
the plant development and the corresponding states of the model (days after seeding). Semi-transparent reference images are 
positioned in the plane of the main stem of the simulated plant. Colours of simulated organs are the same as in Fig. 10. Some 
lateral organs appear darker in the visualization because they are behind the reference images. (B) The timeline editor specifying 
time scales for functions of organ age (the first five timelines) or overall plant age (the last timeline) in days. (C) Example 
definition of the probability of podding function. (D) The internode elongation function. Other growth functions (not shown) 
have a similar sigmoidal shape.
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Model calibration is then extended to the development of the plant 
over time (Fig. 13). This extension typically requires iterative adjust-
ments of functions, timelines and individual model parameters until 

the reference images are adequately matched. We found that the fol-
lowing workflow is effective in practice. First, the modeller calibrates 
the development of the main stem (with the visibility of the branches 

Figure 14. Eight simulated stages of the development of an individual plant (days after seeding).

Figure 15. Photographs (A, C) and models (B, D) of a canola plot. Images acquired as described by Higgs et al. (2019), courtesy of 
Ian Stavness (University of Saskatchewan) and Sally Vail (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada).
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turned off). This includes setting the plastochron(od.n) func-
tion (not shown) and its scaling factor VegPlastochron (Fig. 
10E) to pace vegetative growth, the RepPlastochron plastochron 
(Fig. 10E) to pace reproductive growth and the internode elongation 
function int_length(od.age) (Fig. 13D), together with the 
time points marking the beginning and end of the elongation (Fig. 
13B), to match the observed pattern of the main axis development. 
With these aspects settled, the modeller calibrates the leaf growth rate 
function leaf_length(od.age), together with its start and 
end time points, as was done for the internodes. Then, the parameters 
controlling the allometric scaling of higher order branches and the ini-
tial phytomer number of axillary buds are calibrated. Finally, the bud 
activation delay, function bud_delay(od.n) (not shown), and 
its scaling parameter BudDelay (Fig. 10E) are set. With the small-
est delay at the base of the plant and the largest at the apex, the model 
simulates a basipetal branching pattern that closely matches the timing 
of flowering recorded in the images.

The calibrated plants can be used to visualize canola plants at differ-
ent developmental stages individually (Fig. 14) or be assembled into 
models of entire canola plots. In the models of canola plots shown in 
Fig. 15 the interactions between plants have been ignored. L-system 
extensions that allow for simulating different types of interaction 
between plants exist (Měch and Prusinkiewicz 1996) and are sup-
ported by L+C, but the resulting models are more complex and com-
putationally expensive than the models discussed in this paper.

4 .  C O N C LU S I O N S
The emerging applications of neural networks to image-based pheno-
typing have created a demand for large sets of annotated, visually real-
istic plant images needed to train these networks. Computer-generated 
images can capture genetic diversity, the influence of the environment 
and individual variation of plants, and can be annotated in an inher-
ently correct manner. Consequently, they provide a reliable source of 
ground truth for training and evaluating image-based phenotyping 
algorithms, which can be successfully used in addition to—or even as 
a replacement of—real plant images (Ubbens et al. 2018; Miao et al. 
2019; Jiang and Li 2020). The need to efficiently create models that 
generate these images thus arises. With maize and canola serving as 
examples, we have shown how modelling methods based on L-systems 
can be combined with interactive visual calibration to provide a 
solution.

The key elements of the presented method are as follows:

 1) The modelling process is divided into two stages: (i) the 
construction of an L-system, capturing the essential elements of 
the plant species of interest qualitatively, and (ii) model calibration 
to a set of photographs of reference plants. The calibration itself 
proceeds in two substages: calibration towards a target, fully 
developed plant, and incorporation of development over time.

 2) To facilitate calibration, the L-system model is organized around 
the concept of positional information, which means that the 
key quantitative aspects of the target plant form, such as the 
distribution of branches, leaves and reproductive organs, are 
expressed as intuitive, easy to manipulate functions of position 

on their supporting axes. Developmental processes are simulated 
by multiplying functions of positional information by functions 
of time.

 3) The number of functions requiring independent calibration is 
reduced through the use of similarities and allometric relations 
between model components. These characteristics are controlled 
by numerical parameters.

 4) Quantitative aspects of the model are manipulated using 
graphically defined function, contour and timeline editors, as 
well as control panels configured according to the structure 
of the model. Select functions and the resulting models are 
superimposed on the reference images to facilitate the visual 
calibration. All changes to parameters and functions are reflected 
immediately in the displayed model, providing instantaneous 
visual feedback.

 5) A practically unlimited number of images reflecting individual 
variation of plants can then be generated by randomizing 
model parameters. As the images are based on underlying 3D 
models, they can be automatically annotated with any features 
of interest, including those difficult to measure in actual plants, 
such as the length of individual internodes, and the branching 
and phyllotactic (divergence) angles.

The usefulness of annotations extends beyond the applications of gen-
erated images to train neural networks. In particular, calibrating mod-
els to real plants provides a quantitative estimate of the architectural 
parameters of these plants without measuring them directly. While 
the traditional process of creating descriptive plant models proceeds 
bottom-up, from detailed measurements of architectural parameters 
to their integration into the models, our modelling method provides a 
top-down method for estimating these parameters based on the overall 
similarity of the models to reference images.

In the context of machine learning, the images can be used in two 
modes: by pre-generating a (potentially large) number of images and 
placing them in a database along with photographs of real plants, or 
by providing generative models that synthesize and output annotated 
images on demand. The former approach has the advantage of being 
immediately usable within the standard process of training artificial 
neural networks. The latter approach avoids storing the images, and may 
be particularly useful in active learning. In that case there is a feedback 
between image generation and the learning process, such that image gen-
eration is affected by the output produced by the network being trained. 
For example, if the objective is to count pods, but the network is sensitive 
to the pod size, the image-generating algorithm could increase the size 
variance. This increase may allow the network to more efficiently learn 
that size differences should be discounted. A detailed analysis of the use 
of the proposed method for training neural networks according to vari-
ous scenarios is an important topic requiring further research.

The presented method exploits the synergy between a human and a 
computer (Licklider 1960) to efficiently create calibrated plant models: 
the computer generates and renders candidate models, and the opera-
tor adjusts them based on visual comparisons to reference images. As 
a result, relatively complex models, here exemplified by canola, can be 
calibrated quickly, in the order of minutes, by an experienced modeller. 
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A user study quantifying the time that modellers with different levels 
of experience need to calibrate sample models—and the differences 
between the resulting models—would be an interesting complement 
to the work presented here. Another intriguing question is whether the 
human operator could be eliminated altogether, making the calibra-
tion entirely automatic. This could be achieved if a suitable metric for 
evaluating discrepancies (distances) between the model and reference 
images could be found. The definition of such a metric, and algorithms 
for the efficient minimization of these distances, is also an interesting 
area of further research.

S U P P O RT I N G  I N F O R M AT I O N
The following additional information is available in the online version 
of this article—
Movie 1. Calibration of a maize model.
Movie 2. Calibration of a canola model.
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